2007 chevy silverado aftermarket radio

I have a Chevy Silverado The radio will not turn off after I turn the engine off and leave the
vehicle with my keys. The radio will stay on for 20min, and then eventually turn off on its own.
This problem just started doing this. Does anyone know what could be wrong? I check all the
door latches and they are all lubed and working properly. Luis answered 3 years ago. Fix: rewire
the radio to receive power from a source that is only hot when the ignition is in the accessory or
run position. Fix: check to see if accessory power is available when the key is in the off
position. Realign the cylinder or replace the ignition switch as needed. Fix: make sure that the
ignition switch is actually in the off position in the short term, and replace the cylinder when
you can. Radio designed to stay on for a set amount of time Some car radios are on a timer, so
they are designed to not shut off immediately. Fix: check if the radio has turned off a few
minutes after the doors have been shut and locked. If it still hasn't turned off, check if the dome
lights turn off when the doors are shut. This type of problem may require help from a
professional. Does the dome light come on when you open the door? My 99 Silverado does the
same thing, and it is because it is not sensing that the drivers door has been opened. The 20
min. That's actually a feature! Also, goes off after a certain time period. Travis answered about a
year ago. My 05 Silverado just started doing this after I changed the battery. Stays on constantly
and I have no sound. GuruNK82J answered about a year ago. I also have the same problem ,
one minute the radio is off one minute the radio is on my fear is the battery. I have to open and
shut the door several times before the auxiliaries shut off. Damian answered about a year ago.
GuruRJR4L answered about a year ago. If my keys are out and the truck has been off 2 hours, I
can open my door , push the power button in my Silverado radio and will play until the battery is
drained. GuruXS answered 11 months ago. Crowleyguy answered 9 months ago. I have a 07 LTZ
crew cab my dad started smoking as I was going down the road I have no power to anything on
my driver door such as butt warmers mirror are any of my windows and my CD player stays on
constantly any ideas all factory wiring. Jo answered 6 months ago. I have a Chevrolet Silverado.
I got into the truck today and it would not start and was completely dead except for the back
lights on the aftermarket radio. That radio has worked flawlessly for 4 years and the last time I
drove it was 2 days ago. Now when I open the door everything is supposed to turn off but for
some reason the back lights on the stereo stayed on for 2 days. I knew I already needed to get a
battery because it was 4 years old and was only rated for 2 or 3 years. However I checked the
switch and the door latch and it seemed to find and I did replace the battery today because it
needed to be replaced but I don't know if a week battery may have somehow tricked the ECM
into thinking that the vehicle was still in an on or accessory position with a weak battery or if
possibly the lock cylinder for the ignition was experiencing an issue however I've never had a
problem with it before. It may just be a fluke I don't know. Guru9ZW88C answered 2 months ago.
So I have a 02 gmc yukon and I'm also having a similar problem. When I take the key out of
ignition it keeps constantly dinging like my key is in. So the other day was taking my door panel
off to replace speakers and unplugged the window switch on drivers side and it stopped. Well
now it still does it and I have to do the same thing unplug the window switch otherwise the
radio, dome lights, amd anything else stays on. It stops when the very last plug is unplugged
like the one that goes to the lock switch almost. Battery died 2 times today and the second time
I charged the battery, crunk the yukon and reduced engine power light was on until I unplugged
the switch. I dont understand it and i need help with a solution. Tbow answered about a month
ago. This happened to us. But we had entered from passenger door. Once we opened and
closed the driver side door it stopped. The radio will stay on for 20min, and then eventually turn
off on its o When you turn the key an pull it out of the ignition the Truck still runs until you open
the door. I have replaced the ignition and the ignition control module. The problem started right
after we ha Engine running after you turn key off and drivers low beam headlight flickers when
you first start engine but if you remove light bulb the engine will shut off after turning key off. I
replaced a leaking water pump, bypassed the heater core, and I am still losing water, not while
the motor is running We park on a dirt driveway I have a different car. Content submitted by
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Interface from the "Interface select" pull down menu. Click "Update firmware". The new
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update will begin. When successful it will show the text "End Update". Last updated: March
26th, Firmware Download, Version 4. Harness includes the following updates: Shortened chime
cable Removed blue power antenna input Extended harness length by 2" Removed constant
12v and ground connections from relay to module. Firmware Download, Version 3. Firmware
Download, Version 2. Firmware Download, Version 1. Corrects no OnStar audio in non-premium
amplified vehicles Improves seat belt chimes in and newer vehicles Corrects illumination output
trigger when Hi-beams are on Improves steering wheel controls operation. Related Products.

